Your needs

In times of stiff competition, passenger comfort is of the greatest importance. Feeling that the aircraft is in good technical condition enhances passenger comfort. A modern looking lavatory shows that you care about your most valuable customers, your passengers.

Fokker Services offers several lavatory interior upgrades, ranging from a cost effective refurbishment of existing interior parts to the high-end renewal of the complete lavatory unit. These upgrade solutions can be achieved by the installation of:

• SBs to renew several components inside a lavatory unit
• a new lavatory unit

Your benefits

The various solutions for cabin interior upgrade and renewal offer a wide range of improvements, among them:

• improved passengers appeal and comfort
• technical lavatory equipment in new/good condition
• easy to clean and maintain

Introduction

The cabin interior of your aircraft is one of the first passenger impressions. A modern, clean and bright interior stimulates a feeling of well-being and adds to the overall comfort and satisfaction of your customers. Fokker Services offers several modifications to enhance the quality of the passenger cabin. One of these modifications is a lavatory upgrade or renewal.

The cabin solutions are available for Fokker aircraft and other types of aircraft.
Lavatory interior upgrades are available in several packages.

**Package 1 – basic upgrade:**
- SBF100-25-0xx Installation of a baby care shelf
- SBF100-25-0xx New locks for vanity cabinet
- SBF100-38-027 New stainless steel washbasin
- SBF100-38-031 New mechanical cold water faucet
- SBF100-38-032 New mechanical cold/warm water faucet

**Package 2 – complete upgrade:**
- Installation of dispenser unit for pleasant fragrance inside lavatory area
- Refurbishment of existing lavatory interior modules with new décor film on all vertical walls and ceiling panels and new ‘air mat material’ on floor level
- Removal of old traditional TL-lighting and installation of new innovative LED-lighting

**Package 3 – a complete renewal package can be developed on request:**
- Complete new lavatory interior module design including all improvements, as mentioned in phases 1 and 2
- New lavatory ventilation by installation of automatic fan unit

**FLYFokker for economic sense**
Lavatory Modifications are part of FLYFokker, our full-service Life Cycle Support program. FLYFokker comprises four solutions: Take Off, Take Care, Take Over and Take Next.

Start-up operators can Take Off with their operation in six weeks instead of typically six months. For mature Fokker operators Take Care is a complete solution to increase Technical Dispatch Reliability (TDR), reduce Direct Operating Cost (DOC) and improve passenger comfort. Operators moving to other aircraft types are supported by Fokker Services in the Take Over of the continued competitive operation of their Fokker fleet. The fourth solution is a package for the mean and lean transfer of aircraft to the next operator, entitled Take Next. Using FLYFokker makes economic sense.